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LANDFILLS:THE PERKS AND DOWNFALLS
Landfills are places
where people dispose of
their waste. After sorting
out glass, paper, electronics, hazardous materials,
car batteries, paint, chemicals, etc., the balance of
your garbage will eventually wind up in a landfill.
Currently, in the U.S.,
there are 3,536 active
municipal landfills. Approximately 55% of all
waste generated goes to a
landfill; that’s about 220
million tons! Contributing to this titanic
amount of trash in landfills is the 4.6 pounds per
person per day that we
each generate. The U.S.
has as much as two times
the amount of trash of

most other major countries.
The downside of landfills is that they can cause
some contamination to
water sources through the
soil. Landfills also create
methane gas. This is a
major cause of the
greenhouse effect, a
major concern of
global warming.

now turn methane gas
into eco-safe fuel for the
environment. So be sure
to reduce, reuse, and recycle!
By Zachary Miller

The perks of modern landfills are they
monitor waste and
encourage recycling.
Unlike dumps, landfills take precautions
to limit ground contamination. Another
benefit is landfills
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F.Y.I.

Be Environmentally Conscious

Donate your old
items.
Conserve electricity
at home.
Use water responsi-

bly.
Recycle newspaper.
Use a reusable container when buying
water.

Use rechargeable
batteries.
Use recycled aluminum and glass.
Green up you life.

 Glass recycling is often
separated into colors because glass keeps its color
after recycling.
 For every ton of recycled
glass turned into new
products, 315 kilograms of
extra carbon dioxide that
would have been released
during the creation of new
glass are saved.
 Powerful magnets are
used to sort through different types of metals.
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The Student’s Side: “The Hitchhiker” Podcast

Star Explosion 2022

SCIENCE
NEWS

Did you ever think
if two stars could combine? Well, this is predicted to happen in
2022. These are called
stellar collisions. They
are rare and are predicted to occur once every
ten thousand years.
In five years, a new
star will be visible in
the northern wing of
the Cygnus constellation. The explosion can
be seen from Earth using only the naked eye
and this will become
10,000 times brighter
than it is now. There
are two stars which are
spinning around each
other. One of these
stars is about forty percent greater in size than

the sun while the other
star is only about one
third the size of the
sun. Scientists think
that these two stars
share a common gassy
shell. They are so close
together that as they
swirl they look more
like an “astro-peanut”
than two different stars.
The two stars orbit
around each other every eleven hours. Since
they spin and orbit at
the same rate, the same
side of the stars always
faces each other. When
these stars collide, they
will produce a red nova
which is an explosion
caused when two stars
merge.
However, this explosion

SUPER BOWL LI

Once again this year all eyes were fixed on the Super Bowl which as held in
Houston, Texas, on February 5th. The game represented the 51st anniversary
of the first Super Bowl which was played on January 15, 1967. This will be the
third time that the Super Bowl game was played in Houston. The highly anticipated half-time show was performed by Lady Gaga, who did a phenomenal job.
In the Divisional round, the Falcons beat the Seahawks 36- 20, and the Patriots defeated the Texans 34- 16. The Packers won a close one over the Cowboys 34- 31, and the Steelers defeated the Chiefs18- 16. During the play-offs,
the Falcons then went on to thrash the Packers 44-21, and the Patriots trounced
the Steelers 36-17. The fierce battle between the Falcons and the Patriots was
witnessed by millions of fans who watched the Patriots defeat the Falcons in OT
and take home that coveted NFL Vince Lombardi Trophy. Way to go, Patriots!
By: Aaditya Shroff

won’t affect Earth because it is very far
away, about 1,800 light
years. Anyway, this
merging of two stars
and the explosion will
be a once in a lifetime
event, so make sure
you mark your calendars. Remember, scientists predict this will
occur in 2022 and will
be visible from Earth.
Stay caught up on this
news so that you know
when to witness this
incredible event.
By Ayush Agarwal
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SMS Enjoys a Night at the Movies
SMS students recent-

back, and enjoyed the hilari-

choice of several things to pick

ly had the pleasure of com-

ous events that unfolded in

from. The one dessert per

ing to school in their pj’s,

the movie.

person rule did not deter my

now what could top that?
Well, having delicious hot

Soon after, we got pizza,

friends as they swiped another

which was perfect, because

delicious dessert!

everyone was ravenous. To

All in all, the holiday movie

wash down the pizza you

night was a blast filled with fun

could have a Sprite or a

memories, friendship, and ex-

Coke. Toward the end of

citement!

gan, we spread out our

the movie, dessert was given

blankets , laid our heads

out; you were given the

Thank you to Mr. Valente,

chocolate, pizza, and
watching the movie Home

Alone can!
As the movie night be-

Ms. Palmisano, and to all
those who helped out that
night.
By Roddock Suknundun
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Remembering Martin Luther King Jr.
On Monday, January 16,
the United States celebrates
Martin Luther King Jr.’s
birthday. As a country, we
must recognize the importance of this man and his
contributions to America’s
people.
Martin Luther King Jr. was
a Baptist minister and social
activist who played a role in
the American Civil Rights
movement from about the
mid-1950s until his assassination in 1968. King was inspired by other nonviolent
advocates such as Mahatma
Ghandi. He hoped to achieve
African-American equality
through peaceful protest.

King was behind some major
protests, such as the Montgomery Bus Boycott and the March
on Washington, which eventually led to the creation of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. King is
mainly famous for his “I Have
A Dream” speech, in which he
spoke of an end to racism and a
rise in economic and civil
rights.
His wife was Coretta Scott
King, and he had four children:
MLK III, Dexter, Yolanda, and
Bernice. King was eventually
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
in 1964, and is remembered on
Martin Luther King Jr. Day for
his accomplishments in the Af-

rican-American equality process.
Unfortunately, MLK was assassinated at age 39 by James Earl Ray
on April 4, 1968.
Martin Luther King Jr.’s perseverance during a tough tumultuous time in history shows us what
humans can actually accomplish
with hard work. Americans
should not only remember MLK
as a peaceful activist for people’s
rights, but as a model of someone
who does not give up when they
strongly believe in something.
By: Athanasia Chandras

Martin Luther King Jr.

By: Saniya Tasnim
5

Martin Luther King Junior had an American dream,
With every single race in this country on the same team.
Marching through pain, fear, and hope,
Soon achieving the dream of freedom he once groped.
With family, friends, and supporters on his side,
They survived every beating, and walked on with pride.
Shortly thereafter, he was brought to Memphis, Tennessee,
A shot was fired, and Martin Luther King Jr. was proclaimed dead around the
country.
Although King is not here with us today,
We have honored him on his own special day.
Remembering the message he had earlier brought,
Of peace, equality, and freedom that he sought.

The Student’s Side: “The Hitchhiker” Podcast
When Ms. Cullen said we were going
to create a podcast based on the thrilling radio play, “The Hitchhiker”, I
thought she was crazy. I thought she
was crazy, because I didn’t think we
were capable of doing it. I had a feeling
it was going to be fun but really hard at
the same time. She explained the podcast would be a way for all the students to work together as a team.

Miss Cullen provided us an outline
to help us develop a plot. Each person
created their own character and provided suggestions to make our podcast
a suspenseful thriller. We needed to
include an exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and a conclusion.
After days of brainstorming for our
masterpiece, we came together and
attempted to use everyone’s ideas, but
this did not work all the time. Some of
us were upset at first if we did not use
a specific idea, but we found a way to
work together and use almost everyone’s idea.
Once the podcast was completed,
we practiced our lines together. We
had to practice because Mr. Sutrisno
was coming to class to record us. After
hearing the first recording, one person
asked if a retake could occur. We all
agreed and decided to try one more
time. The second time came out much
better than the first.
When we finished, all of us could
finally breathe again, because we didn’t
have to worry how it would turn out;
it turned out GREAT! I liked creating
the podcast because it made our class
come together and create something
we could be proud of!
By: Mary Pacheco
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AND THE WINNER IS…..
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On January 13, 2017, Secaucus Middle School hosted its annual “Geo Bee” for all 8
grade students. The National Geographic Bee is an annual competition organized by the National Geographic Society, intended to foster and reward students’ curiosity about the
world around us and motivate others to explore the concepts of geography. This year,
11,000 schools across the United States will be participating in the National Geographic
Bee, competing for college scholarships and the title of National Geographic Bee Champion.
th

The student who wins the Secaucus Middle School competition will then move on to try
and qualify for the state and national competitions. The winner of the national competition
receives a $50,000 scholarship, a lifetime subscription to National Geographic magazine, a
trip, and $500 cash. The following students are the 2017 National Geographic Bee finalists
and will compete in our Secaucus Middle School competition: Sydney Ianuale, Dennis Arce,
Zach Pascarello, Julian Ayala, Adiel Torres, Ergen Banja, Al Hassan, Sidarth Saha,
Amanda Jones, geography bee coordinator, was happy to announce this year’s winner, Al
Hassan, from Mr. Somerset’s class. Congratulations Al, and best of luck as you move on in
the competition!
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SMS IS A BUZZ OVER THE BEE
On Thursday, January 19th, SMS students participated in its annual spelling
bee. Spelling bee organizers, Ms.Cuniff
and Ms. Candela, had the pleasure of
crowning this year’s winner, Saloni
Singh, who will advance to the Hudson
County Spelling Bee.The winner of the
Hudson County Spelling Bee will compete in the Scripps National Spelling
Bee in Washington, D.C. We are so
proud of all the participants in the Secaucus Middle School Spelling Bee; keep
up the S-T-U-P-E-N-D-O-U-S work!
Thanks to Mrs. Sciscilo for announcing
and to all others who helped during the
event.
This year’s semi-finalists were:
Grade 6
Nicholas Viggiano
Kamila Torres
Aashi Mishra
Pooja Parikh
Sophia Benavente-Sayani
Anthony Franks
Surbhi Mehta
Ayush Agarwal
Saloni Singh
Grade 7
Aidan Leary
Eve Gratale
Ryan Badi
Arjun Athalye
Jacob Anderson
Dylan Romero
Aliya Aqeel.
Kushi Jakhotiya
Alison Fanduiz
Uriel Ramirez

Grade 8
Saniya Tasnim
Samantha Fasciano
Colbe Chang
Dylan Quintero
Zarrar Nawaz
Julianna DeAcutis
Shane Warth
Richard Robinson
Joshua Hernandez
By: SMS Staff

YOU’LL BE CRAZY OVER SCRATCH
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Scratch is a fun type of introductory program coding. It was created
by Mitchel Resnick, a graduate of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. You can use scratch to create great projects and games and much
more. Scratch was made for enjoyment, while also teaching a lesson.
When you submit your program it goes to the website and
everyone that is using scratch can see your project or game and how
you did it. In our STEM class here at school, we were doing a project
about scratch in which we had to create something with a partner.
Some created games, others did projects. On scratch, there are many
things to select, such as sound, characters, and objects. You can pick
your own script from the script library. You can also record your own
voice and place it on the script. You can use coding like the example
below:

So give Scratch a try; it’s sure to provide you with hours of
engaging entertainment.
By: Abhi Solanki
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Assassin’s Creed
Assassin's Creed is a very good movie, loaded with action. The background of the story
is clear about what the assassins (the good guys) have to do. The movie refers to an apple
from the Garden of Eden. This apple contains all the free will of mankind for every single
generation. The assassin's job is to protect this apple from people who want to steal the
world's free will.
This movie is based off the video game “Assassin's Creed”. Callum, the main character, is sentenced to capital punishment. As he is on the verge of death, he is saved by a
woman who puts him into a machine which allows him to experience what the assassin's in
1492 saw.
Soon after, he hallucinates and sees the old assassins, and he learns the ropes of
how to be an accomplished assassin. The other descendants of the assassins try to warn
Callum that the woman who saved him will trick him into finding the apple of Eden and give
the apple to the government. Instead of giving away all the suspense, you’ll have to watch
this movie to see what happens next!
All in all, the movie was thrilling and exciting. My only criticism of the movie is that I
would have liked to see more background information at the start of the movie, instead it
jumped straight into the fighting and action.
I would rate this movie 4 out of 5 stars.
By: Roddock Suknundun
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Congratulations to Ms. Palmisano,
SMS TEACHER OF THE YEAR

Makes her
Students a top

Priority while
Also planning
Lots of fantastic events for us.
Ms. Palmisano
Is a dedicated, caring,
Super educator,
And…
Not to mention,
OUTSTANDING!

SMS Staff

